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I measured the course in Feb 2000, and observed the City race held on 8 October. I made a slight
adjustment to the course on 11 June 2001:

After a rough measurement of the course I realised that the turning point of the lap would fall under the
canopy under the Clifton Suspension Bridge, out of TV shot. Using a shorter route, right at the start of
the second lap, the turning point could be pushed northward beyond the canopy (and into TV shot).

After calibration about 1km from the eastern end of the course I measured 4km-3km in reverse, to
avoid later riding against the traffic. I then measured the difference between the ‘long’ and ‘short’
routes, which was 224.2m. This implied that the first, longer lap would have to be a quarter-marathon
plus half of the difference (21097.5/2 + 112.2 = 10660.85m), and the second lap 224.2m less than this.

Starting from the proposed start/finish on St Augustine’s  Parade I measured the first 3km, stopping to
note reference points for split kilometres. I then moved on to the point at which I had started the section
measured in reverse and advance the counter by the number of counts recorded for this section. This
gives the appearance of an unbroken ride and makes calculations much simpler. Continuing to beyond
the Bridge canopy I turned around and restarted at lp89, riding to the end of the lap. The last 1.8km of
the lap was against traffic, and I decided to make a check on this section by repeating the measurement
in reverse from the finish line. It turned out to be virtually identical, but also gave me the chance to
locate new references closer to the split locations (beyond the turning point, these had been guessed).

I repeated this procedure for the second lap, riding the shorter variation immediately after the start and
reaching the turnaround reference with only a single count of difference, once the 224.2m had been
accounted. I recalibrated and used the average constant for overall length, but I then returned to the
finish line to measure out the final few split references in reverse using the finish constant.

On 11 June 2001 I measured the difference between a new route and the old one for a 200m length of
the course either side of the 4km point, going the opposite way around a roundabout. The new route
proved to be 17.7m longer than the old route, so the turnaround point was retracted by half this amount.
Below the calculation is presented as if done for the first time, without reference to the previous
turnaround point:

To fix lap (and course) length: Course = 21097.5m; 1st lap = 10,660.85m; 2nd lap = 10,436.7m
Start to lp89 = 72860/9.386752 + 17.7m )
Lp89 to finish = 27706/9.386752 )  = 107731.3m + turn of 2.3m x pi

   = 10738.52m or 77.68m overdistance
Therefore the centre of the turnaround circle (radius 2m) should be located 38.8m before (south of)
lp89, or 8.0m south of lamp-post 88

70000 counts distance   adj.distance St Augustine’s Parade, TF traffic island outside Boots
(re-routing of course adds 17.7m at 4km)
42860 72860 7762.0m    7779.7m lp89, Hotwell Road
restart, add 72860 counts and 7.2m turn circle, then adjust by –77.6m
43000 lp89, Hotwell Road
70706 27706 2951.6m  10660.9m St Augustine’s Parade, TF traffic island outside Boots
SECOND (SHORTER) LAP
reading counts distance  adj.distance location
03000    10660.9m St Augustine’s Parade, TF traffic island outside Boots
(re-routing of course adds 17.7m at 14.4km)
73754 70754 7537.6m   18216.2m lp89, Hotwell Road
restart, add 72860 counts and 7.2m turn circle, then adjust by –77.6m
43000 lp89, Hotwell Road
70706 27706 2951.6m   21097.5m St Augustine’s Parade, TF traffic island outside Boots




